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AROUND THE VLA
Bob Sefcovic will retire on February 9. We all
wish him a long and happy retirement.

Jeremy Wallace started working in the
Machine Shop as part of a work training
program with Magdalena High School.

Michael Zamora transferred from the
Warehouse to the Cryo Group. His former
position is being advertised.

John Hughes has left for this semester, but
may be back in the summer or the fall.

Dan Rhodes has left the Machine Shop and his
position will be advertised.

Ellison Thompson, Johnny Gonzales, and
Adrian Pino, went to Concrete School in Las
Cruces January 7, 8, and 9, and Paul Savedra,
Godin Otero and Ellison Thompson attended
Welding School in Espanola January 11
through 15. Johnny Gonzalez took part in
Blade School in Socorro January 18 to 22.

PRA NEWS
Linda Major, Renee Saxton, and Clint Janes
were elected to be the new VLA site
representatives to the New Mexico Personnel
Recreation Association. The 3 replace Jo
Helen Cason and Jaime Montero who worked
very hard to make the PRA events successful
in 1997 and 1998. Other board members are
Rob Long, Peggy Perley, Jim Ulvestad, and
Julie Euart.

After reviewing the poll about the annual
Christmas Party, the board elected to have the
1999 event at Rancher's with a DJ for music.
Plans for other events are being prepared. For
minutes of PRA meetings, a price list for
NRAO souvenirs, and other PRA information,
click on "Socorro" and then "NMPRA" from
the NRAO home page. You may e-mail the
PRA at nmpraplus@zia.aoc.nrao.edu.

C. Janes

VLBA NEWSGROUP I SCHEDULE CHANGE
If anyone wants to pass on info to all the
VLBA Station Technicians, they can post
it with newsgroup at nrao.technicians.vlba.
Also, the proper e-mail address for any
message to all VLBA Station Technicians
is vlbasites@aoc.nrao.edu

P. Rhodes

AOC RENOVATION
ES Division and NMIMT personnel are
constructing a wall in the AOC computer
area. The wall will divide the room into
two areas. One half will be used for
student offices and the other half for
computer equipment. A second smaller
wall will be constructed providing a
storage area for the Computer Division.
The computer room and other AOC
renovations are scheduled to be finished by
March.

G. Stanzione

LOCKOUTITAGOUT

Safety Officers Gene Cole and Jon Spargo
point out that the lockout/tagout procedure
must be followed for antennas in the AAB
as well as on the array. Although there are
cases where the antenna in the AAB is
unlikely to be moved, exceptions are not
good policy. As such, all groups working
on the antenna must have one lockout and
tag with the group name on the lockout,
and all individuals not part of a group must
also have a lock and tag with name on the
lockout. Locks and tags are available in
the AAB Office. The policy also applies to
visitors and visiting groups. On non-work
days, visitors must make sure the antenna
is locked out before climbing.

C. Janes

The VLA site switches work hours on April 12
to "10/4'"; that is, we will work 10 hour days
but for only 4 days a week, with the usual
exceptions. The purpose of the change is to
take advantage of sunlight hours during the
summer and to minimize "overhead" time for
construction crews. We will revert to "8/5" on
September 20th.

Seasonal temporary workers for ES Division
are currently scheduled to start on Monday,
April 5; but how many temporaries and when
they start is still up in the air pending the
receipt of budget allocations.

C. Janes

SHIPPING FORMS
Recently, the question of which shipping form
should be used for what purpose has come up
quite often. The shipping form to be used
most often is the one titled "GENERAL USE
- FEDERAL EXPRESS/UPS SHIPPING
FORM." If something is being shipped to a
vendor, the old NRAO Shipping Request may
be used because it contains more space for a
detailed explanation of what is required. The
desired shipping method and date the goods
must arrive at the destination must be
specified. If not, the most economical
shipping method will be used. If costs will be
incurred, an approval signature is required by
someone with commitment authority. In the
ES Division, supervisors and engineers may
sign shippers. The original form and a signed
Purchase Requisition must be sent to
Purchasing, with a copy of the form going to
Shipping.

Objects being shipped to VLBA or other
NRAO sites may go directly to Shipping along
with a Shipping Request Form, approval
signature not required. Current shipping
labels for all VLBA sites are always available
in Jo Helen Cason's office.

P. Lindsey
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INTERNET ACCESS GATES
Thanks to NRAO's agreement with Tech,
NRAO employees can get the same Internet
access that Tech employees and students
have. It's simply a matter of paying up front.

For a mere pittance, compared to what some
companies charge for access, you can hook up
and start "surfing". Internet access through
Tech costs $5.00 per month. Paying $30.00
in advance plus $2.00 per semester gets you
access for six months, provided you do not
incur other charges, such as data storage or
printing. These are extra and, depending on
whether you are using the black and white
printer, color, or transparencies, it is $.10,
$.50, or $1.00 per page. Storage fees are for
anything over. 10MB and will cost you
$.O1/MB/day.

If you are interested in doing this, take your
NRAO ID and $32.00 to Accounts Receivable
in the basement of Brown Hall. They will
issue you a receipt. Take this receipt to
Speare, Room 117 and they will create a
username and password. Take two blank
diskettes to the Computer User Consultant,
Speare - Room 5, and they will copy the
information your computer will need onto the
diskettes. At that point, all you do is go
home, install the diskettes and you are up and
surfing. If you would like more information,
call Alison at 7418 or Mike Topliff at
NMIMT, 5735. Cowabunga!

A. Patrick

SCRAP CONTRACT
The contract to remove excess scrap materials
from the VLA site has been awarded to
Mountain Metals this year. George Sommer
of Magdalena, who owns the company, has
already picked up several loads and issued a
check.

I. Dowling

THANKS, TECH ISD
Many thanks to Tech ISD for installing a
telephone in the CB elevator. After hours,
the phone will let the VLA operator contact
help if the elevator gets stuck (again). ISD
also fixed the CB paging and installed a
phone in the STIfR shack, buen jae, Joel
and Bernie!

c. Janes

There are over 200 gates on the array, many
made of aluminum tubing. No self-respecting
San Augustin cow after a green blade of grass
is stopped by an aluminum gate, so the Track
Crew is rebuilding the gates with steel pipe
as time allows. So far, however, only a
handful of gates have been rebuilt. If you are
accessing the array, please be gentle with the
deteriorating gates and be sure to close gates
behind you. In January, the bulk of Track
Crew time was used re-installing a crossing
on the west arm that was removed during last
summers tie replacement work.

P. Lewis

CAN'T GET ENOUGH
OF THE VLA?
Well, now you can build your own VLA
antenna, kinda. Due to overwhelming
demand, we have set up a web page with
drawings of stuff at the VLA. It's at
www.nrao.edu/drawings. John Hughes did
the initial construction of the page, and Jon
Thunborg donated a great picture of his VLA
structural model (you gotta check it out).
Hopefully well have time to put some more
cool stuff in there.

B. Broilo.

NO ZOOM AT VLA
"The VLA is not a zoom lens," reported
Michael Rupen in his Science Talk at the
VLA in January. A zoom lens can make
distant objects look closer just like the VLA
provides high resolution images in the A
(most distant) configuration. But a zoom lens
limits the field-of-view. The field-of-view for
the VLA is the same at any configuration.

Michael illustrated his point with pictures of
a dog supposedly taken at different VLA
configurations. In D array (closest in), the
dog looked fuzzy, or "poorly resolved." In A
array, there were tiny spots of light wherever
the brightness changed on the image of the
dog, but it was not possible to recognize the
shape of the dog. Put the pictures together,
and a highly resolved image of the dog
appears. And so the VLA scientists use D
configuration to get the big picture and fill in
the high resolution details with the A
configuration.

C. Janes

AAB NEWS
Three more axles to go and we will have
completed a full cycle of magnafluxing all
transporter axles. The testing was initiated
several years ago when two axles broke while
transporting antennas.

Although the failure was thought to be caused
by under sized bearings, it was the original
axles which were made of a very hard steel
that caused the problem. All the axles have
been replaced with axles made of a milder
steel and we haven't found any with cracks
during the inspections. Magnafluxing will
detect any cracks so that a failure while on
the antenna moves is much less likely to
occur. To test the axle, it must be removed
from the transporter and taken to
Albuquerque. All three axles for a wheel
truck are done at the same time.

In the gadget department, site inventor
Chester Moeller devised a handling fixture
for drive motors which permits easier and
safer access to the 150 lb. VLBA drive
motors while being serviced in the shop.
Also, Chester's track oiler was tested during
the move to DnC configuration; a little
penetrating oil on the track when swapping
arms makes the move go much smoother. The
reason for using penetrating oil instead of
regular oil is that the penetrating oil will
evaporate with time. Regular oil on the
transporter wheels will cause the wheels to
spin and prevent us from climbing the hills.

Finally, a panel problem was fixed on
antenna 18. During initial construction on
this antenna, six panels were installed out of
alignment. They were so far out of alignment
that as far as RF signal goes, the panels did
not exist. To fix the problem, Ramon
Gutierrez set up the theodolite in the center
of the antenna dish and realigned the panels
that were off. Two panels on the outer row
were off almost 2 3/8". The other four were
less than that The Antenna Mechanics had to
replace some of the adjusting studs because
they didn't have enough travel to adjust the
panels. On the 15th & 16th of February Rick
Perley will do a holography test on it to see if
we made any improvement.

R. Molina

KEEPING UP IS ALWAYS EASIER
THAN CATCHING UP!


